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Is EAP Necessary? A Survey ofHong
Kong Undergraduates
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This essay presents the results ofan investigation ofstudent perceptions ofEnglish
in tertiary study. Based on the questionnaire responses of 1600 undergraduates at
five Hong Kong universiti肘， it examines the importance students attribute to
English, their major difficulties with the language, and the value they place on EAP
classes. The results show that students recognize the value ofEnglish in academic
success, but re自sponses indicat仿e con凡7.自si

profφicin削n正Cl附rι叫s可， and years ofstudy, both in the 叫tent to which they value EAP and the
confidence students have in their ability to meet the English demands of their
studies. Thefindings have implications for language teachers in syllabus planning
and may prove usφ~l in sensitizing students and faculty lecturers to the sig
n所cance oflanguage in undergraduate study.

Introduction

Do students see any benefit in English support courses? Are they confident
in their language abilities? Do they think language skills are important for
academic achievement? Most language teachers believe that proficiency in
the language of instruction is critical to academic achievement and that
NNSs are often linguistically ill-prepared for the demands of university
study. These issues are particularly pertinent in Hong Kong , where Can
tonese speaking stude的 are obliged to study most subjects in English by an
officially sanctioned immersion approach to education. The fact that Hong
Kong is a monolingual and monocultural environment, however, means
that most students rarely use or encounter English outside educational
contexts. In such circumstances, the provision of adequate language in
struction is often crucial to students' acquisition of their disciplinary
knowledge. This article investigates how 1600 Hong Kong undergraduates
see the importance of English in academic success , their perceptions of the
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